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黃帝內經素問  

《⽣生氣通天論第三》  

Plain Questions, Chapter 3 

Treatise on Vital Qì Connecting with Heaven 

 

Introductory note: This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching 
this chapter in the Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of 
Natural Medicine. It is currently being taught by Long Rihui and Sabine Wilms.  

 

Introduction: As the title makes clear, this entire chapter is concerned with “vital qì,” or 
the qì of life, the qì that promotes the process of sprouting, of engendering, of creation. 
According to Dr. Long, this chapter associates the concept of “vital qì” primarily with 
yáng qì, since this is the aspect of qì that is active, able of going outside the body and of 
reaching up to and connecting with Heaven (tóng tiān 通天), in contrast to yīn qì, which 
is passively rooted in Earth. This chapter is often cited as the foundation for clinical 
practice, in particular by the Fire Spirit School ⽕火神派. In the perspective of the Treatise 

on Cold Damage 傷寒論, yáng qì is essential for supporting wèi (defense) qì, warming 
the body, and eliminating xié (evil) qì, as expressed in treatment by formulas like 
Mahuang Tang or Guizhi Tang.  

SECTION ONE 

⿈黃帝曰： 

（⼀一）夫⾃自古通天者⽣生之本，本於陰陽。︒天地之間，六合之內，其氣

九州、︑九竅、︑五藏、︑⼗〸十⼆二節，皆通乎天氣。︒ 

（⼆二）其⽣生五，其氣三。︒數犯此者，則邪氣傷⼈人，此壽命之本也。︒ 

（三）蒼天之氣，清淨則志意治，順之則陽氣固，雖有賊邪，弗能害

也。︒此因時之序。︒ 
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（四）故聖⼈人傳精神，服天氣，⽽而通神明。︒ 

（五）失之則內閉九竅，外壅肌⾁肉，衛氣散解，此謂⾃自傷，氣之削也。︒ 

The Yellow Emperor said: 

1) “Ever since antiquity, connecting with Heaven has been the foundation of life, which 
is rooted in yīn and yáng. [Located] in the space between Heaven and Earth and within 
the Six Directions, their qì, in all the Nine Territories and Nine Orifices, Five Zàng 
Organs, and Twelve Joints [in the human body] always connects with Heaven’s qì. 

2) What they produce is five-fold; their qì is trifold. If you repeatedly violate the above, 
evil qì will damage the person. This is the foundation of longevity. 

3) Concerning the qì of the far distant sky, when it is pure and still, the will and intention 
are in good order. When you are in alignment with it, the yáng qì is secure, and even 
though there may be robbers and evils present, they will be unable to cause harm. This is 
due to being in accord with the progression of the seasons. 

4) For this reason, the sage tightly concentrates the jingshen and ingests heaven’s qi, and 
thereby facilitates the breakthrough of spirit illumination.  

5) If you lose this, internally the nine orifices get blocked, and externally the layer of the 
flesh gets congested. Defense qi scatters and separates. This is what is called inflicting 
self-damage and paring away of qi. 

Notes 

• 六合: Literally, the “six matchings” or “unions,” this term refers here to the four 
cardinal directions and up and down, or in other words the totality of existence.  

• 九竅: Most commentators agree that these two characters are a later insertion, 
presumably an explanatory note for the meaning of 九州 here, which was mistakenly 
incorporated into the text by Wang Bing. 州 and 竅 are common synonyms in early 
literature. It is also possible that 九州 is a wrongful insertion here. 

• ⼗十⼆二節: The twelve divisions or “joints” are generally interpreted as the three large 
joints in each of the four limbs (wrists, elbows, shoulders, and ankles, knees, and 
hips). 

• 其⽣生五，其氣三: This phrase is again often identified as an insertion. In either case, 
what the phrase refers to as “five” is the “Five Agents” (五⾏行), while “three” is by 
most readers and commentators interpreted as referring to the triple divisions of 
yīn and yáng qì. 
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• The longevity referred to in this second line refers to either 100 or 120 years, 
which is the Heavenly-allotted natural lifespan of a life that is free from disease (無
疾⽽而終 “to live to the end without disease”). This is contrasted with premature death 
(夭折) because violation of the law of yin and yang has allowed xiéqì to invade the 
body and injure yin and yang.  

• 清淨 pure and still: It is important to read this term here not as it is used in later 
Buddhist literature but in the sense of early Daoist cultivation. Buddhism did, after 
all, not arrive in China until the late Han dynasty! Here, this beautiful expression 
refers to an emotional state that results from, or reflects, or is the result of 
contemplation on the crisp uplifting clarity of a cloudless sky, as is commonly found 
in high altitudes. By contrast, a cloudy or turbid sky full of low-hanging thunder 
clouds would be the equivalent of a state of mind clouded over by emotional turmoil. 
By following the vast emptiness of Heaven, we can cultivate a state of qīngjìng. This 
is similar to the ideal mental state of the ancient sages described in Suwen 1: 「恬憺
虛無，真氣從之，精神內守，病安從來？」”In a state of tranquility and ease, of 
emptiness and absence [of desires and external stimulation], the genuine qì as a 
result follows there. Safeguarding the jingshen inside, where could disease come 
from?”  

Another way to think about this compound is as a combination of the ideal qualities 
of yin and yang: As expressed in Suwen 5, yang is associated with clarity or purity 清, 
as opposed to 濁 turbidity or murkiness, while yin is associated with stillness 靜, as 
opposed yang being agitated 躁. Here is the full citation from the first section of 
Suwen 5: 「故積陽為天，積陰為地。陰靜陽躁，陽⽣生陰長，陽殺陰藏。陽化氣，陰成形。
寒極⽣生熱，熱極⽣生寒。寒氣⽣生濁，熱氣⽣生清。清氣在下，則⽣生飧泄；濁氣在上，則⽣生䐜
脹。」”Therefore, yang accumulated becomes Heaven, and yin accumulated becomes 
Earth. Yin is still and Yang agitated; yang gives life and yin promotes growth; yang 
takes life and yin withdraws into storage. Yang transmutes qi; yin completes the 
outer form. Extremes of cold engender heat; extremes of heat engender cold. Cold 
qi engenders turbidity; heat qi engenders clarity. When clear qi is located below, it 
engenders diarrhea with undigested food particles; when turbid qi is located above, 
it engenders swelling and distention.” This yin-yang duality of the term is perhaps 
best expressed in the traditional names for the Emperor’s and Empress’ Palace: 乾清
宮 and 坤寧宮, reading 寧 here as a synonym for 靜. 

The quality of the mind described by the concept of qīngjìng makes our zhēngqì 
(“right qi”) strong so that no evil can invade the body in general, but the heart as 
the ruler of the body in particular. It is the proper state of humans for the practice 
of “nurturing life” 養⽣生. 

• 傳: Following the version of this text found in the Taisu and many commentators, I 
read the character here as 摶 tuán, “to roll up tightly into a ball.” This meaning is 
similar to the character without the radical, an alternate reading that some 
commentators follow, namely as 專 zhuān “to concentrate.” Lastly, you could read it 
as “to transmit.” 
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• 服: I read it here as in the compound 服藥 “to ingest medicinals,” or 服飾 “to take 
alchemical preparations to transcend the human body.” The expression 服氣 “to eat 
qì” is found quite commonly in early literature like the Mawangdui manuscripts. 
Alternately, you could read 服 as “to conform/submit/surrender.” 

• 閉九竅: While some practices of inner cultivation and meditation order the 
practitioner to close the orifices to the outside temporarily and gaze inward, in 
ordinary physiological functioning it is essential that the sensory organs are opened 
up to Heaven, so that they can fulfill their function. This is particular true for the 
heart as the emperor of the organs and seat of the shén that connects the human 
with Heaven. 

	  

 

SECTION TWO 

（⼀一）陽氣者若天與⽇日，失其所，則折壽⽽而不彰，故天運當以⽇日光明

。︒是故陽因⽽而上，衛外者也。︒ 

（⼆二） 因於寒，欲如運樞，起居如驚，神氣乃浮。︒ 

（三）因於暑，汗煩 則喘喝，靜則多⾔言，體若燔炭，汗出⽽而散。︒ 

（四）因於濕，⾸首如裹，濕熱不攘，⼤大筋緛短，⼩小筋弛長，短為拘，

弛長為痿。︒ 

（五）因於氣，為腫，四維相代，陽氣乃竭。︒ 

1) As for yáng qì, it resembles the participatory relationship between Heaven 
and the sun. If it should lose the place or time where it belongs, it would 
break off longevity and would no longer produce radiance. Therefore the 
movements of Heaven must depend on the sun shining brightly. For this 
reason, yáng [qì in the body?] on account of this rises upward and is that 
which defends against the outside. 

2) It wants to be like a constantly moving doorpost. Erratic behavior in 
either resting or activity makes the spirit qì floating.  
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3) If affected by summer-heat, there is sweating. When vexed, the patient 
will pant loudly; when calm, the patient will speak a lot. If affected by cold, 
the limbs will feel like glowing coals, which scatters when the sweat comes 
out.  

4) If affected by dampness, the head will feel as if cloaked, with no ability to 
thrust out the damp heat. The large sinews shrink and become shortened, and 
the small sinews slacken and become lengthened. Shrinking and shortage 
means cramping, and slackening and lengthening means wilting.  

5) If affected by qì, there will be swelling, the four braces replace each other, 
and yáng qì is consequently exhausted. 

Notes 

• 因於寒 “Affected by cold”: Following the reading suggested by Dr. Long and most 
commentators, I have taken the liberty in my translation to move this phrase down 
to the  middle of line 3. 

• 如驚: Translated here as “erratic behavior,” the characters literally mean to 
“resemble a spooked horse,” or to be “as if affected by fright/panic,” which is how 
the character 驚 is usually translated in medical contexts. 

• 因於氣: There is disagreement among commentators on what exactly this “qì” refers 
to but I follow Dr. Long’s reading as “wind” here. While it could refer to right qì, I 
find it more convincing, in the context of the present passage, to read it as such, 
based on the similar nature of wind and qì and their common association with each 
other, to the point where qì is sometimes used to refer to wind in medical literature. 
It is also possible to read this phrase as “If affected by qì [pathology] or [vacuity]… 

• 四維 sì wéi “Four braces” or “support ropes”: I have left this difficult term literally 
translated rather than imposing my interpretation on the text. Most commentators 
read it as referring to the four extremities (四肢), or alternatively more 
figuratively as the four main constituents of the body, namely blood, flesh, sinews, 
and bones. In that case, 相代 can be read as “alternate with each other,” in the 
sense of taking turns, whether this refers to taking turns at being affected by the 
pathology, or as being so weakened that they have to substitute for each other’s 
lack of strength. It does fit nicely with any pathology associated with wind that it 
moves randomly from one location to another. As a completely different option, we 
can read 維 as a verb (“to tie together” or “to brace” and 四 as referring to the 
previously mentioned four kinds of pathogenic qì (cold, summer-heat, dampness, and 
[wind] qì, which “brace each other and take turns [affecting the human body]. One 
other possibility raised by Dr. Long is to read the term as referring to the yinweimai  
陰維脈 and yangweimai 陽維脈 
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• 大筋／小筋 “large sinews” and “small sinews”: Most likely these two terms are here 
used as a stylistic device, meaning that all kinds of sinews can be affected by either 
slackening or spasms, hypertonicity or hypotonicity, as the result of damp-heat 
invasion. For any pathology of “wilting” (wei 痿 syndrome), Dr. Long emphasizes 
focusing treatment on the yangming level to treat theh loss of tone and body in the 
muscles, while the occurrence of involuntary movements in spasms would point to 
liver wind instead. 

 

SECTION THREE 

（⼀一）陽氣者，煩勞則張，精絕，辟積於夏，使⼈人煎厥，⽬目盲不可以

視，⽿耳閉不可以聽，潰潰乎若壞都，汩汩乎不可⽌止。︒ 

（⼆二）陽氣者，⼤大怒則形氣絕，⽽而⾎血菀於上，使⼈人薄厥。︒ 

（三）有傷於筋，縱，其若不容。︒汗出偏沮，使⼈人偏枯。︒汗出⾒見濕，

乃⽣生痤痱。︒⾼高粱之變，⾜足⽣生⼤大丁，受如持虛。︒ 

（四）勞汗當風寒，薄為皻，鬱乃痤。︒ 

1) Now this yáng qì, as the result of mental and physical overexertion, 
becomes overextended, essence is cut off, and, it piles up in layers in the 
summer. This causes the person to suffer from Fried Reversal. The eyes turn 
blind, so that they person is unable to see with them, and the ears become 
blocked so that the person is unable to hear with them. Explosive bursting, 
ah, like a breached dam! Gurgling and gushing, ah, which is unstoppable! 

2) This yáng qì, as the result of great anger, causes the qì of the physical 
body to be cut off and blood to be entangled and constrained above. This 
causes the person to suffer from Encroaching Reversal. 

3) If there is damage to the sinews, they slacken, as if paralyzed. Sweating is 
obstructed on only one side of the body, which causes withering on only one 
side of the body. When the sweating meets with dampness, the patient forms 
acne and a heat rash. A [pathological] change [resulting from the 
overconsumption] of processed and refined foods is the formation of 
abundant large Clove Sores, contracted [with such ease] as if holding an 
empty [container]. 
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4) Taxation sweating that is complicated by wind cold, when pushed in, 
results in a red blotchy nose, and when constrained, in acne. 

Notes 

• 煩勞: Literally “vexation and taxation,” the compound here defines the topic of this 
section, namely the effect of excessive mental and physical exertion on yang qi. As 
the result of overextended yang qi, jīng essence is cut off and yin qi is exhausted. 

• 張: According to Dr. Long, this character should here be read as 亢 “hyperactive,” or 
in the more literal sense as “overextended.” Other scholars read it here in the more 
specific meaning of 脹 “distention,” based on the fact that that character was not 
introduced to the written language until the later Han period and that the character 
張 was used prior to this time to include both of these meanings. 

• 煎厥 jiān jué: I have chosen a literal translation for this term. Jiān 煎 literally means 
to deep-fry in oil and is here used in the sense of severely burned out fluids, which 
case jué “reversal” syndrome, especially in the summer months. Dr. Long compares 
this to car in which the engine oil is burned up.The term jué 厥 can have three 
different meanings in medical literature: Loss of consciousness, cold extremities, or 
reversed qì dynamic. For diagnostic differentiation, it is subdivided into two kinds: 
Cold Reversal 寒厥, a condition where the three yang channels in the lower limbs are 
depleted, and “heat reversal” 熱厥, a condition where the three yin channels in the 
lower limbs are depleted and the patient has a hot sensation in the hands and feet 
as the result of yin deficiency. This is the condition referred to in the second line as 
薄厥 bào jué “Encroaching Reversal,” where the blood rushes into the upper body and 
fails to descend. 

• 辟: This character is here read in the sense of 襞 bì, garments that are folded up or 
pleated in layers on top of each other. 

• 潰潰乎若壞都: The image alluded to here are first of a flooding river that bursts 
through a dam. According to Zhang Zhicong, this refers to a loss of function in the 
urinary bladder, which is the organ of taiyang in charge of containing the fluids. 
Damage to yáng is hence most clearly apparent in the inability of the bladder to 
retain the vital fluids. Dr. Long recommends Bai Hu Tang as the treatment for the 
pathocondition described in Line One (by clearing heat and engendering fluids), or 
Zeng Ye Tang, to increase the yin fluids by means of shengdihuang, xuanshen, and 
maimendong, with xuanshen also clearing heat and toxins. The bursting of the dam 
might make us think also of the function of the urinary bladder as the 州都之官. 

• 薄厥 bó jué “Encroaching Reversal”: 薄 should here be read not as “thin” but in the 
sense of 迫 as “to forcefully push against,” “to press close to…” When liver yáng 
explodes, the person may suffer a stroke from anger due to qi rushing up, for 
example. Because the movement in the channels is blocked, reversal results. 
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• 菀: Most commentators equate this term, literally meaning “luxuriant growth,” here 
with 鬱 yù, the character often somewhat misleadingly translated as “depression” or 
“constraint,” but really depicting vegetation that is so dense that light cannot 
penetrate through. The image of jungle- or rainforest-like vegetation to describe 
the state of blood in a person with great anger makes sense to me. 

• 其若不容: 容 can here be read as either 用 (as I have, as “to use”), or as 受 shòu “to 
contract.” I have chosen to read 若 in its more common sense as “as if” or “like,” but 
it is also possible to read it as “consequently” based on its meaning of 順 “to comply 
with.” Either way, the phrase describes the patient’s inability to use their limbs 
after a stroke. 

• 汗出見濕 “when sweating meets with dampness”: I have left my translation 
intentionally ambiguous to replicate the possibility of two readings in the original 
Chinese. This phrase can either mean that the person has sweated to the point 
where you can see dampness on the skin, or it can refer to a situation where 
sweating is complicated by exposure to dampness from the outside, such as when 
you wash with cold water after strenuous physical exercise and fail to dry off 
properly. Either way, the take-home message here is that it is important to dry off 
carefully after sweating to avoid the lingering presence of dampness on the skin. 

• 痤痱: cuó fèi: I read the term as referring to two specific types of skin rashes, 
namely acne-like small boils (similar to 癤), but with the connotation of deep-seated 
roots (hence the inclusion of the character for “to sit” 坐 in the graph) and smaller 
white-headed papular eruptions such as in babies’ diaper rash or a rash in damp 
armpits. Alternatively, this term could be read as a compound here, simply referring 
to pimply skin rashes that result from profuse sweating related to heat, as which it 
would be translated as “prickly heat,” an inflammatory skin condition that results 
from excessive sweating in hot weather, caused by clogged sweat pores, similar to 
疹. 

• 高粱: While this term can also mean “sorghum,” here the compound needs to be read 
as a combination of 膏 (animal fat, or fatty meats) and 粱 (delicacies, fancy foods). 
As such, Dr. Long reads this line as a reference to the condition of 消渴 “wasting 
thirst,” related to the modern condition of diabetes. A common symptom of diabetes 
is the formation of sores on the lower limbs, which are painful and difficult to heal.  

• 足生大丁: The character 丁 here needs to be read as 疔, which refers to small but 
deep nail-shaped sores or boils that are associated with excessive heat. It is also 
important to note that many commentators read 足 here not as referring to the 
location of the feet but to the frequency of the boils, so in the sense of “in 
abundance.” Nevertheless, given the tendency for diabetic patients to develop sores 
on the lower extremities, it is entirely possible to read it literally as “feet.” 

• 皻: This character has two meanings: The one that I have followed here, as a red 
blotchy nose that is most commonly associated with the presence of damp-heat as 
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the result of alcoholism, a.k.a. “drunkards’  nose,” or the appearance of tiny white-
headed pimples in the face and in particular around the nose, also called 粉刺. 

• 鬱 yù: This type of constraint or obstruction, perhaps best visualized as a severely 
root-bound plant that is unable to spread out and instead is slowly strangling itself, 
describes a situation here where the evil is pushed inward from the qi level to the 
blood level. When skin conditions persist for a long time, it is therefore clinically 
necessary to add strong blood-moving herbs. 

• General note on this section: After the list of abnormal qi expressions (起居如驚 
erratic behavior in either resting or activity; 煩勞 mental and physical overexertion; 
大怒 great anger; and 汗出 sweating), the reference to an unhealthy diet seems a bit 
out of context here, especially when the text afterwards, in Line Four, returns to a 
discussion of abnormal sweating, now in combination with wind. 

 

SECTION FOUR 

（⼀一）陽氣者，精則養神，柔則養筋。︒ 

（⼆二）開闔不得，寒氣從之，乃⽣生⼤大僂。︒陷脈為瘻，留連⾁肉腠。︒ 

（三）俞氣化薄，傳為善畏，及為驚駭。︒ 

（四）營氣不從，逆於⾁肉理，乃⽣生癰腫︔；魄汗未盡，形弱⽽而氣爍，穴

俞以閉，發為風瘧。︒  

（五）故風者，百病之始也。︒清靜則⾁肉腠閉拒，雖有⼤大風苛毒，弗之

能害。︒此因時之序也。︒ 

（六）故病久則傳化，上下不併，良醫弗為。︒ 

（七）故陽畜積病死，⽽而陽氣當隔，隔者當寫，不亟正治，粗乃敗之

。︒ 

1) This yáng qì, in its condensed refined state, nurtures the spirit; and in its 
pliable tender state, nurtures the sinews. 
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2) If the opening-and-closing mechanism is not functioning properly, cold qì 
follows it [into the body]. This creates a severe hunchback. Sinking into the 
vessels, [the cold qì] causes fistulas, lingering in the flesh layers.  

3) The [evil] qì in the back shù points changes and encroaches [on the 
internal organs]. Being transmitted [inward], [the cold qì] causes a tendency 
to fear, and eventually to fright and jolting. 

4) Yíng [provision] qì fails to follow [its proper course] and moves 
counterflow in the structure of the flesh, hence producing swollen welling-
abscesses. When the flow of pò sweat is not completely finished yet, the 
outer body is frail, and the qì becomes flickering. The shù holes close up as a 
result, and the condition comes to the surface as wind malaria.  

5) For this reason [we say], ‘wind is the fetal beginning of the hundred 
diseases.’ In a state of purity and stillness, the interstices of the flesh [fulfill 
their physiological function and] close and are resistant against [the invasion 
of external evils]. Even though there might be great wind and harsh poison, 
these will not be able to cause harm. This is due to being in accord with the 
progression of the seasons. 

6) For this reason, when an illness lasts a long time, it is transmitted and 
changes. Above and below are no longer joined together, and [even] an 
excellent doctor is unable to effect [a cure].  

7) Thus, yáng piles up and accumulates, and the condition results in death. 
Then yáng must become repelled, and this repelled [yáng] must be drained. 
If it is not urgently treated in the correct way, the coarse [doctor] will cause 
the patient’s ruin. 

Notes 

• 養筋 “nurturing the sinews”: In the present context, Dr. Long suggests reading this 
term here as referring to all the five tissues in general, i.e. the so-called “five 
constituents” 五體: 骨 bones, 筋 sinews, 脈 vessels, 肉 flesh, and 皮 skin. 

• Concerning the entire first line of this section, most modern Chinese editions 
rearrange this line to say 「陽氣者，養神則精，養筋則柔。」”As for this yang qi, 
nurturing the spirit it results in jīng essence; nurturing the sinews, it results in 
suppleness.” While this makes beautiful sense in medical theory, this rearrangement 
is impossible to justify grammatically. According to Wang Bing’s commentary on this 
line, yang qi is able to internally support jīng essence to nurture the shén  and 
externally consolidate the tendons. Jīng is the material basis for shén, which in turn 
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is the manifestation of the body’s vitality. Qi, being situated in between jīng and 
shén, can internally transfer jīng to transform the shén. On the outside, yang qi 
through its warming and nourishing action is able to build and consolidate the 
tendons in particular, or the five tissues in general. 

• Comment on Line Two: This describes the pathological process of cold invading the 
body from the taiyang level because it is unable to control the opening and closing of 
the hair points. The channel most affected by this process is the Dūmài, especially 
in cases of osteoporosis and arthritis, by affecting the tendons and bones. 

• 大僂 severe hunchback: This condition is sometimes described also as 骨痹 “bì-
syndrome of the bones.” 

• 瘻 fistula: This term describes a soft tunnel through the flesh with an opening into a 
cavity, usually with discharge of pus and blood. Here the condition first sinks into 
the vessels and then penetrates deep down into the flesh. 

• 俞氣化薄 The qì in the back shù points changes and encroaches: As above, 薄 here 
does not mean “thin” or “feeble” but “to encroach on,” “to approach forcefully and 
push against…” This line thus explains how pathogenic qi enters through the back shù 
points and from there enters progressively deeper into the body, from the skin to 
the flesh to the organs, to encroach on the internal organs. Eventually, this results 
in mental abnormalities. 

• 癰腫: Following Wiseman, I have translated this term as “swollen welling-abscesses,” 
but Dr. Long suggests “carbuncles and furuncles.” Either way, this term refers to 
boils characterized by “redness, swelling, heat, and pain” (紅腫熱痛). It is always 
related to yíng (provisioning) qi which fails to flow freely and instead gets stuck on 
the interchange points with wèi (defense) qi in the blood. 

• 魄汗 pò sweat: Since the pò soul is associated with the lung, pò sweat is generally 
understood as the kind of sweat that is associated with the lung and exits through 
the skin and body hair, the physical constituents also associated with it. Most likely, 
here it is simply be a way of referring to sweat in general, but emphasizing its 
association with the lung. As an alternative reading, 魄 could here be used in the 
place of 白 and the phrase would thus mean “white sweat,” which can have two 
distinct but related meanings: It is either a kind of sweat that is associated with 
vacuity and an etiology of taxation, fear, or tension, or it is sweating that is not 
caused by summerheat. For Dr. Long, the term here implies sweating that results 
from heavy physical labor, which has consumed the qi and opened the pores, leaving 
the body vulnerable to external invasion. After the evil qi has entered, this invasion 
of wind or cold now causes the points to close up, trapping the pathogen inside. 

• 風瘧 wind malaria: This is a type of malaria, or intermittent alternating chills and 
fevers, that is caused by wind. It is characterized by headaches, restlessness, and 
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fever first followed by chills, then alternating. It is best treated through the 
Shaoyang and Dumai channels, where you can treat it on the vertebrae, descending 
one each week because the pathogen has invaded through the back shù points. 

• Line Five: Wind is the origin of all diseases because it functions as the carrier of all 
other pathogens, invading the body from the outside. Like the bugs 虫 that are part 
of the character 風, it can stealthily creep in through the tiniest cracks, appear in 
random places, be extremely difficult to get rid of, and carry other parasites with it. 
Based on this connection between bugs and wind, we often use wind-expelling 
medicinals like fangfeng to treat problems with parasites or conditions like gǔ蠱
syndrome, since wind wakes up insects and is able to get rid of them. Normal healthy 
wind blows from different directions in each season, and it is important for us 
humans to be aware of this natural progression and harmonize with it, e.g. by 
wearing a scarf in winter to protect our necks from the harsh cold winds from the 
north in winter but to embrace the gentle life-giving east winds of spring, which are 
good for liver qi and for draining and coursing in Jueyin. Big wind, on the other hand, 
can be harmful and must be avoided. 

• For more on the quality of 清靜 “purity and stillness,” see the note above under 
Section One. 

• 畜: This character should here be read as 蓄 xù, “to amass.” 

• 隔: The Yīnyáng Bié Lùn 《陰陽別論》 defines this term: 「三陽結，謂之隔。」”When 
the three yáng bind together, this is called ‘repulsion.’” According to Dr. Long, this 
term can also be read here in the sense of 迫 “to push out.” Here this last line 
refers to a condition of yangming fu syndrome where the connection between the 
upper and lower part of the body is cut off and a strong prompt treatment is 
necessary to treat the yang qi piling up with constipation. Dr. Long reads 隔 gé as 
“pushing out,” which must be treated by fearless draining treatment with strong 
formulas like Da Chengqi Tang and purgative substances like dahuang and mangxiao, 
not with supplementation or only by lubricating the intestines. 

 

SECTION FIVE 

（⼀一）故陽氣者，⼀一⽇日⽽而主外，平旦⼈人氣⽣生，⽇日中⽽而陽氣隆，⽇日西⽽而

陽氣已虛，氣⾨門乃閉。︒ 

（⼆二）是故暮⽽而收拒，無擾筋骨，無⾒見霧露。︒ 

（三）反此三時，形乃困薄。︒ 
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1) Therefore, the yáng qì throughout the course of the day is in charge of the 
outside: At daybreak, the person’s qì is engendered; in the middle of the day, 
yáng qì is at its height; and when the sun is in the west, the yáng qì has 
become vacuous and the gates of qì are closed up. 

2) For this reason, at dusk focus on drawing inward and repelling [external 
evils]. Avoid harassing the sinews and bones. Avoid exposure to fog and 
dew.  

3) If you commit a violation during these three times, the outer form will be 
encumbered and become tenuous.” 

Notes 

• 氣門 gates of qi: I have intentionally left this expression literal, to leave room for 
the possibility of a larger meaning. But many commentators interpret the phrase as 
referring to the sweat pores. 

• 擾 harass: Here, this term carries the meaning of “to bother,” especially in the 
context of excessively taxing the sinews and bones through physical overwork. 

 

SECTION SIX 

（⼀一）岐伯曰：陰者，藏精⽽而起亟也︔；陽者，衛外⽽而為固也。︒ 

（⼆二）陰不勝其陽，則脈流薄疾，並乃狂︔；陽不勝其陰，則五藏氣爭

，九竅不通。︒ 

（三）是以聖⼈人陳陰陽，筋脈和同，骨髓堅固，氣⾎血皆從。︒ 

（四）如是則內外調和，邪不能害，⽿耳⽬目聰明，氣⽴立如故。︒ 

1) Qíbó said: “Speaking of yīn, it stores essence and initiates promptly. 
Speaking of yáng, it defends against the outside and provides security. 

2) If yīn fails to keep this yáng in check, the flow in the vessels will be too 
forceful and racing. When doubled up, this can turn into manic insanity. If 
yáng fails to keep this yīn in check, the qì of the five zàng organs are in 
conflict, and the Nine Orifices are not free-flowing. 
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3) For this reason, the sage arrays yīn and yáng so that the sinews and 
vessels are harmonious and concordant, the bones and marrow are solid and 
secure, and the qì and blood follow their proper course. 

4) [In a well-balanced condition] like this, inside and outside are in tune with 
each other, evil is unable to cause harm, the ears and eyes are acute, and 
[right] qì is well-established as it should. 

Notes 

• 起亟: 亟 can mean either “quickly/urgently” (i.e., 急也), which I have translated it as, 
or “frequently” (i.e., 數). As a third alternative brought forth in this particular 
instance, some commentators such as Zhang Jiebin 張介賓 argue for reading 亟 here 
as 氣 . This would make the whole phrase mean something like “and it produces qi,” 
which does make great sense. “Essence transforms into qì” is a common assertion 
elsewhere in the Nèijīng, after all, such as in the phrase 「精化為氣。」in Sù Wèn 5 
《陰陽應象大論》. Plus it works well grammatically by providing an object for 起 “to 
arise, initiate, bring forth.” But is a far stretch for my critical mind, and the 
meaning of “promptly” is entirely possible in its own right. In a healthy body, essence 
does, after all, arise promptly (and frequently) to respond to the needs of yang qi, 
like the gas that supplies the engine of a driving car. For clinical examples, Dr. Long 
mentions Liu Wei Dihuang Wan, which reaches the yang through the yin, or Danggui 
Bu Xue Tang, which tonifies yin through the blood with the two ingredients danggui 
(to supplement blood) and huangqi (to root the yin by supporting the yang). 

• 勝: While shèng is usually translated as “overcome” or “prevail over,” I have 
translated this term here as “keep… in check” to reflect the sense that we are still 
talking about maintaining an equilibrium where neither yin nor yang ultimately 
overpowers the other 

• 並: This character should here be read as 重 chóng “to double up.” What doubled up 
yang means specifically is left open here, but could refer to a condition that is 
complicated by extra heat. 

• Some commentators read 爭 “to struggle” here as 靜 “still,” in the sense of 
“unmoving” or “stagnant.” While this makes good sense of this passage, I see no need 
to adopt this replacement, which seems a bit far-fetched. Whether 氣 here refers 
to the qì of the five organs, so that they are struggling with each other, or to “yáng 
qì”, so that the five organs struggle with the yáng qì, is unclear to me. But either 
way, it makes sense that the five organs would struggle because of the 
predominance of yīn qì over yáng qì. 

• 氣立: This phrase is interpreted in different ways: While many commentators follow 
Wang Bing 王冰 and read 立 as “able to function independently” in the sense of 獨立, 
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others read 立 as a textual error for 血 and hence interpret the whole phrase as “qì 
and blood.”  

 

SECTION SEVEN 

（⼀一）風客淫氣，精乃亡，邪傷肝也。︒因⽽而飽食，筋脈橫懈，腸澼為

痔。︒因⽽而⼤大飲，則氣逆。︒因⽽而強⼒力，腎氣乃傷，⾼高骨乃壞。︒ 

（⼆二）凡陰陽之要，陽密乃固，兩者不和，若春無秋，若冬無夏，因

⽽而和之，是謂聖度。︒ 

（三）故陽強不能密，陰氣乃絕。︒陰平陽秘，精神乃治，陰陽離決，

精氣乃絕。︒ 

（四）因於露風，乃⽣生寒熱。︒是以春傷於風，邪氣留連，乃為洞洩，

夏傷於暑，秋為痎瘧︔；秋傷於濕，上逆⽽而咳，發為痿厥︔；冬傷於寒，

春必溫病。︒四時之氣，更傷五藏。︒ 

1) When wind intrudes and gradually drenches the qì, essence then perishes. 
It is [a case of] evil damaging the liver. If you subsequently stuff yourself 
with food, the sinew[s and] vessels slacken transversely, resulting in 
intestinal afflux, which then produces hemorrhoids. If you subsequently 
drink a lot of fluids, qì moves counterflow. If you subsequently exert brute 
force, kidney qì is damaged and the High Bone disintegrate. 

2) In all cases, the crux of yīn and yáng is that yáng is sealed in and is 
thereby secured. If these two are not in harmony, it is as if there were spring 
without autumn or winter without summer. Therefore, to harmonize them is 
what we call ‘the sage’s measure [of success].’ 

3) For this reason, when yáng is too strong and cannot be sealed in, yīn qì is 
then cut off. But when yīn is level and yáng is secreted away, the essence 
spirit is well-governed; but when yīn and yáng separate and break away 
from each other, essence qì is cut off. 
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4) As the result of exposure to wind, cold and heat are engendered. For this 
reason, if a person is damaged by wind in the spring, the evil qì can linger 
and continue, which eventually results in throughflux diarrhea. If a person is 
damaged by summer-heat in the summer, this will manifest as malaria in the 
fall. If a person is damaged by dampness in the fall, there will be 
counterflow in the upper body and hence coughing. [Eventually,] it will 
erupt to the surface as Wilting Reversal. If a person is damaged by cold in 
the winter, invariably they will suffer from warm disease in the spring. The 
qì of the four seasons [hence] damages the five zàng organs in succession. 

Notes 

• 強力: Here “exert brute force” refers to excessive physical force, which causes pain 
in the lumbar vertebrae, obviously related to the impact on this taxation on the 
kidney, which manifests in the lumbar region. Alternatively, the expression could 
refer to an excessive exertion of strength in sexual intercourse. 

• 高骨: Most commentators interpret this phrase here to refer to the most prominent 
bones in the lumbar spine, based on the context. Dr. Long reads it as the pelvic bone 
or the SI joint. 

• 陽密乃固: The parallel version of this phrase in the Tài Sù 《太素》differs slightly 
to say 「陰蜜陽固」”to seal of yīn [on the inside] and to secure yáng [on the outside].” 
When yang is hyperactive, it is unable to seal the body and secure the perfect state 
of physiology where “yin is balanced and yang sealed” 陰平陽秘. 

• The progression and transmission of illness from one season to the next after a 
period of incubation, which is described in Line Four, is facilitated greatly by a 
weakness of zhēngqì “right qi.” It is similar to this passage from Suwen 5: 「冬傷於
寒，春必溫病；春傷於風，夏生飧泄；夏傷於暑，秋必痎瘧；秋傷於濕，冬生咳嗽。」

“‘If people are injured by cold in winter, they are bound to suffer from Warm 
Disease in the spring; if people are injured by wind in the spring, this will produce 
diarrhea with undigested food particles in the summer; if people are injured by 
summer-heat in the summer, they are bound to suffer from malaria in the fall; if 
people are injured by dampness in the fall, this will produce coughing in the winter.”  

• The main point to take away from this entire section is the need to maintain yin and 
yang in a balanced state, which is primarily achieved by keeping yang well-nourished 
since it is the active aspect of this pair. 

 

SECTION EIGHT 

（⼀一）陰之所⽣生，本在五味︔；陰之五宮，傷在五味。︒ 
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（⼆二）是故味過於酸，肝氣以津，脾氣乃絕。︒味過於鹹，⼤大骨氣勞，

短肌，⼼心氣抑。︒味過於⽢甘，⼼心氣喘滿，⾊色⿊黑，腎氣不衡。︒味過於苦，

脾氣不濡，胃氣乃厚。︒味過於⾟辛，筋脈沮弛，精神乃央。︒ 

（三）是故謹和五味，骨正筋柔，氣⾎血以流，腠理以密。︒如是，則骨

氣以精，謹道如法，長有天命。︒ 

1) What yīn engenders is rooted in the Five Flavors. The five palaces of yīn 
are damaged by the Five Flavors. 

2) For this reason, if the flavor [of a person’s food] is excessively sour, liver 
qì will therefore spill over, and spleen qì will then be cut off. If the flavor is 
excessively salty, the qì in the large bones will be taxed, and shortened flesh 
and heart qì will be repressed. If the flavor is excessively sweet, heart qì will 
suffer from panting and fullness, the color will be black, and the kidney qì 
will be thrown off balance. If the flavor is excessively bitter, spleen qì will 
not be moistened and stomach qì will be too thick. If the flavor is 
excessively acrid, the sinews and vessels will be obstructed and slacken and 
the essence spirit will then be done with. 

3) For this reason, harmonize the five flavors with vigilance, and the bones 
will be straight, the sinews supple. As a result, qì and blood will flow, and 
the interstices will be tight. If a person’s condition is like this, bones and qì 
will therefore be refined and condensed, the Dào will be diligently followed 
like a law, and long will be such a person’s lifespan indeed! 

Notes 

• 陰之所生: This most likely refers to the common association between flavors and 
zàng organs, as in the saying 「酸生肝，苦生心，甘生脾，辛生肺，鹹生腎。」”Sour 
engenders the liver, bitter engenders the heart, sweet engenders the spleen, acrid 
engenders the lung, and salty engenders the kidney.” But it can also be read in a 
much broader sense as “the engendering of yin.” In general, the yin of the five zàng 
organs depends on the five flavors. Excess in any one of them is bound to harm not 
just the organ associated with it directly but others as well, whether linked through 
the Cycle of Creation (生) or the Cycle of Control (剋). As such, this can lead for 
example to overacting 乘 (as in the effect of excessive liver qi on the spleen) or to 
rebelling 侮, and not necessarily just follow the direct path of unilateral 
transmission. 
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• 五宮: This is commonly read as referring to the five zàng organs. 

• 津: Should here be read in the meaning of 溢, to spill over. 

• 大骨: Like the expression 高骨 above, commentators agree that this refers to the 
prominent bones in the lumbar spine, the region associated with the kidney. 

• 胃氣乃厚: It is generally agreed that this phrase refers to distention and fullness. 

• 沮: While we can just read this literally as a tiny flow of water, a trickle, we can also 
read it as 阻 “obstruction.” 


